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Marketplace — 
an e-commerce 
platform where 
the customer 
buys goods from 
numerous stores 
and companies. 
The world’s largest 
marketplaces 
include Amazon, 
Alibaba, and eBay.

Sessia’s concept
T he current crypto revolution greatly simplifies contact 

between businesses and clients. Decentralization, along 
with the use of digital coins and smart contracts, opens up new 
opportunities for advertising campaigns and produces better 
outcomes than conventional promotional methods.

Sessia is a unique software solution for iOS and Android which 
helps businesses establish direct contact with their clients using 
the major advantages of blockchain technology.

Our number one objective is to remove all intermediaries between 
companies and customers, including marketing agencies and 
social networks, regardless of their location or origin. We offer 
brands a revolutionary new approach to advertising, which they 
can use to work directly with their clients, spend their advertising 
budgets on them and reward them with cryptocurrency cashbacks 
anywhere in the world. 

Sessia has managed to combine a marketplace with a social 
network, enabling people to independently choose goods and 
services based on their friends’ recommendations. Businesses 
get a great opportunity to distribute their marketing budget 
among clients who can actually bring new customers, rather than 
pay for the services of third-party advertising agencies.

In Sessia, customers are rewarded not only for purchasing goods 
and services in the app, but also for their recommendations, which 
are automatically published in our Feed after the transaction. 
Friends place orders in the same companies or stores.

Sessia is a social marketplace. In our ecosystem, companies, 
brands, and stores can develop and utilize effective marketing 
tools to encourage customer activity and loyalty. 
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Utility tokens — 
user tokens or app 
coins that allow 
future access to a 
company’s goods or 
services

Kicks – Sessia tokens
To make our services available anywhere in the world, we issue 
tokens, aka kicks. They offer the fastest and most economical 
way to award cashback. Please note that they are not just another 
cryptoasset, but a valuable means of settlement exchange 
among all Sessia participants. By simply developing our social 
marketplace, we can drastically ramp up the intensity of digital 
coin use in the real economy.

Kicks will become the key digital currency for paying out bonuses 
and purchasing goods in the huge retail market. The demand for 
kicks and, consquently, their liquidity and price, depends on the 
number of services, brands, and clients. 

For this reason, we require a large budget to enter each country 
so we can rapidly create a sales force and a business support 
service there, as well as organize various Sessia promotions for 
both companies and their clients. Sessia is structured around a 
ready-made market and a CRM platform specially developed for 
large retail companies. The founder of this business has already 
invested $5 million in it.

Token sales started on May 16, 2018, and their volume is strictly 
limited to 100 million (which is the equivalent of $150 million).

We’ve launched a lucrative promotion in May-September 2018, 
providing considerable discounts for the purchase of kicks. $3 
million were collected from 2,200 private investors at $0.7 per 
1 kick.

On March 18, 2019 we’ve launched a new kicks sale promotion. 
It will last until July 2019. The price has been set higher, at $1.5 
per 1 kick, since the app has now come out of beta-testing and 
has acquired lots of new functions. Kicks will be available for use 
starting on the first day of sale.

We’re convinced that Sessia will play a major role in the 
development of cryptoassets and bring them closer to traditional 
markets. Unlike many emerging digital coins, our kicks are true 
utility tokens. Not only do they allow users to award cashbacks 
anywhere in the world, they also let you pay for Sessia purchases, 
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4 april 2016 is the 
day Sessia was 
established. On this 
day in Moscow app 
development began.

withdraw money from your wallet in fiat currencies or transfer it 
to friends.

Sessia’s advantages for users
 Brands get an easy and extremely convenient mobile solution to 

create an online store with a built-in crypto cashback system. Offline 
shops can use cashbacks to increase their customer base, attract 
new types of customers and drastically cut down on marketing 
costs.

 Customers get a resource where they are free to purchase goods 
with cashback, receive kickbacks (% of their friends’ purchases 
made by their recommendations) and read their friends’ 
trustworthy product reviews.

 Kickers (people distributing Sessia) obtain additional awards in 
kicks for engaging new brands and clients to work with Sessia.

We strictly adhere to principles of transparency, integrity, effective 
management, and we are committed to developing Sessia and 
increasing the capitalization of kicks.

About the project
The development of Sessia began in Moscow in 2016. At that 
time, an eponymous company was established in Hong Kong. 
In 2018, the company registered its representative office in the 
United States. The head development office remains in Moscow, 
and in 2018, another one was established in New York, along 
with a sales office.

Our main areas of focus are software development, advertising 
and the entertainment sphere.

Sessia staff members have extensive experience in marketing, 
e-commerce, hedge funds and investment projects. They have 
previously worked at various companies, including Webmoney, 
Credit Suisse, Rosatom, Mail.Ru Group, as well as at the leading 
HR and gaming Internet portals.

In October 2017, the beta version of Sessia for Business was 
launched. Its full release was in March 2018.
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1 Statista, 2019: https://www.statista.com/statistics/183755/number-of-us-internet-shoppers-since-2009/
2 https://www.shopify.com

Business issues
T he Sessia application is designed for both global offline retail 

and e-commerce. Over the course of the last few years, the 
global retail market has inched up by approximately 5–6% a year. 
Its volume is expected to hit $30 trillion by 2020.

According to forecasts, the e-commerce market volume that 
amounted to $2.2 trillion in 2017 is going to grow to $4 trillion by 
2020, while the number of Internet buyers of goods and services 
will surpass 2 billion.1

It’s apparent that with such dynamics, the overall intensity of 
market filling will also take a steep hike. The total number of 
online stores created on the Shopify platform alone has already 
multiplied 4.5 times: from 84,000 in 2013 to a mind-blowing 
378,000 in 2016.2

The emergence of new players and business models, the surge 
in customers’ expectations, shifts in their expense structure 
and cultural norms have resulted in changes in the competitive 
environment. Against a backdrop of tough competition, many 
offline and e-commerce companies face the same issues:

 Customer engagement and retention.

 High internet-marketing expenditures.

 Access to online markets for offline companies.

 Access to new, actively developing markets (i.e., digital, where 
tokens are used). Sellers charge large commissions, affecting 
profitability.

These business issues are currently concentrated in two spheres 
– technologies and marketing.
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1 Statista 2019:   https://www.statista.com/statistics/265645/ranking-of-the-20-companies-with-the-highest-
spending-on-research-and-development/

2 MIT Sloan Review, 19.06.2018:   https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/technical-debt-might-be-hindering-your-digital-
transformation/

3 SuperOffice, 29.10.2018:   https://www.superoffice.com/blog/crm-software-statistics/
4 Forbes, 23.03.2018:  https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2018/03/23/what-loyalty-

program-is-right-for-your-business/#468c742342db
5 Forbes, 01.08.2018:   https://www.forbes.com/sites/tinamulqueen/2018/08/01/beyond-points-companies-are-

using-innovative-rewards-programs-to-draw-in-customers/#29326df7732d

Technologies
Eliminating technical debt
E-commerce organization for offline companies
Automation of commodity and financial flows

Technical debt accumulates because of low-quality development 
and lack of foresight in software architecture. It prevents businesses 
from introducing progressive IT solutions into their operations in a 
timely manner. 

70% of top managers believe that technical debt drastically 
restricts the innovative capabilities of their business.1 As a matter 
of fact, leading IT corporations spend over $10 billion annually on 
advanced research and development.2 Up to 47% of companies 
report having to annually adjust their budgets, ramping up the CRM 
and corporate software maintenance and development costs.3 
Small and medium-sized businesses lack sufficient budgets and 
the required level of expertise to overcome the technological gap.

Marketing
Engaging new clients
Retaining and engaging current customers
Increasing receipt value

Today, up to 74% of customers prefer stores with a more attractive 
loyalty program.4 According to statistics, loyalty program 
participants spend an average of $42 more on purchases than 
nonparticipants.5 However, companies are dissatisfied with 
consumer activity, noting the low efficiency of these programs as 
well as the overpriced services of intermediary agencies.
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Sessia’s  solution
S essia offers brands and companies unique tools and options 

to operate in the market successfully and solve the above-
mentioned problems.

1 Customer engagement 
and retention

Cashback appears to be one of the most effective methods of 
preserving customer loyalty. Sessia provides companies with a 
cashback system, where customers get rewards for their friends’ 
purchases based on the recommendations automatically 
published in their Feed. This approach motivates the customer 
to recommend the brand to a maximum number of friends, 
increasing brand awareness, customer loyalty and profits. 
Besides, thanks to our tokens, a customer can instantly obtain 
cashbacks and kickbacks anywhere in the world, regardless of 
their current location or the place of purchase.

2 High internet- 
marketing costs

In a highly competitive environment, businesses require an 
internet marketing solution to enable them to increase their 
market share. However, the outcome of their actions is often 
unpredictable, while the costs rise every year. For many 
businesses, these costs are too high. Sessia offers a totally new 
approach to marketing. When a consumer buys something via the 
Sessia app, this means that a friend recommended this particular 
brand to the consumer. This is a most effective way of attracting 
new customers, with a 100% conversion ratio.

Sessia provides businesses with an excellent opportunity to 
drastically decrease their marketing costs, forego the services 
of advertising agencies and establish direct contact with their 
customers. Due to the absence of advertising costs, companies 
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1 CoinTelegraph 07.01.2018:   https://cointelegraph.com/news/combined-crypto-market-capitalization-races-past-
800-bln

can further increase the size of the cashback and make their 
clients more loyal.

3 Offline companies 
entering online markets

Many companies still struggle with entering the online market 
due to the complexity of the process. Sessia offers a free, pre-
installed mobile e-shop builder, enabling businesses to start 
selling products online almost effortlessly. With our assistance, 
even an inexperienced user can easily create and configure an 
Internet store.

4 Access to digital markets 
for companies

In January 2018, the overall market capitalization of cryptoassets 
will amount to $800 billion. In 2019, 2% of Internet users will 
have crypto wallets. The speed with which cryptocurrency is 
spreading can be compared to the speed of distribution of mobile 
phones and high-speed Internet access.

By 2025, the overall capitalization of cryptocurrency may surpass 
$10 trillion, and 5% of the population of our planet will have 
crypto wallets. Today, the vast majority of brands don’t accept 
payments in cryptocurrency. Thanks to Sessia, crypto wallet 
operators and domestic exchanges will have the opportunity to 
sell goods for other cryptocurrencies. With the advent of Sessia’s 
personal markets, businesses will be able to trade with each 
other using kicks, and enjoy cryptocurrency benefits like low 
transaction costs, maximum transparency and security.
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Sessia for business
A customer uses Sessia to buy a product or a service. The 

receipt is automatically published in their Feed to be seen 
by their friends (followers). Knowing they can get cashback, the 
friends who saw the post with the receipt are motivated to make a 
purchase or order from the same company. The company enjoys 
a growing number of loyal customers and an increase in revenue. 

To start using Sessia, the company has to download the Sessia 
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for Business app that provides access to the Sessia platform, the 
core of our blockchain ecosystem. Its major functional elements 
include SessiaLoyalty, SessiaMarket, SessiaPay, SessiaSMM, 
SessiaCRM, SessiaLogistics (for more information, view the Key 
Functions section).

With Sessia, businesses can launch their online stores quickly 
and easily, set up loyalty programs, provide technical support and 
closely track turnover dynamics as well as customer activity.
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How the marketplace works
The Marketplace section contains product catalogs and a Feed 
where businesses can publish their news and ads. 

Companies are free to sell their products directly to Sessia by 
means of their own payment gateways. If a company doesn’t 
have its own payment gateway, it can use the Sessia payment 
gateway.

Sessia divides companies into two categories:

A first-level partner can be defined as a partner who’s ready to 
utilize Sessia, but does not intend to accept payment for goods 
and services in kicks. 

A second-level partner is willing to work with Sessia and accept 
payments in kicks. 

In addition to standard functions, Sessia offers the following 
services to deepen the integration of its social marketplace with 
traditional markets:

A personal platform where customers will be able to sell each 
other services and goods for kicks. 

A classic marketplace which is a platform for first-level 
partners. Companies can set their products’ prices in traditional 
currencies, and the Sessia app will automatically convert these 
prices to kicks and connect partners with exchanges and other 
specialists who will carry out the transaction.

Evaluation of solvency — Sessia will analyze data on the 
activity of companies and consumers and create a rating, which 
customers can use to select a company.
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Launch e-commerce 
quickly and easily
10 minutes is sufficient for any company 
to start full-fledged work with the app: 
publish product info, set up a loyalty 
program and publish promotional offers 
in the Feed.

Advanced 
reporting system
This works with the whole customer base 
and operations in real time. It enables 
businesses to control commodity cash 
flows and consumer activity, and allows 
a timely response to their fluctuations.

Smart scanner
This enables companies to register 
customers in their loyalty program and 
award them cashbacks for purchases in 
under a second.

Blockchain technology
Sessia is the first blockchain-based 
cashback system that effectively 
protects personal data and payments.

Benefits for business
Sessia for Business is an innovative blockchain-based software 
solution that’s free for business. Companies save on advertising 
and stimulate customer activity. Additionally, they will enjoy the 
following advantages:
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1 Make a purchase from any Sessia-
affiliated company

2 The seller scans the Sessia QR 
code from your smartphone

3 The seller scans 
your receipt

After making a purchase and scanning 
the QR code, your check is automatically 
published in the Feed, which motivates 
your friends and subscribers to make a 
similar purchase, for which you will be 
rewarded with a kickback.

Thanks to blockchain, all records of 
invitations, as well as cashbacks and 
kickback accrual, are stored safely 
and are reliably protected from hacker 
attacks and changes.

Sessia for clients
S essia users use the app to find Sessia-affiliated offline stores 

and companies, make purchases, receive cashbacks and 
kickbacks (% of their friends’ purchases), share receipts, likes and 
comments in our Feed and on other social networks.

By making a purchase with Sessia, the app user instantly becomes 
a participant of the loyalty program of the company and starts 
getting cashback, which is awarded instantly.
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Receipts in the Feed
Unlike other social networks, Sessia 
enables consumers to access 
information about products bought 
by their friends and relatives. As 
soon as a friend makes a purchase, 
you receive a notification with all the 
information, including a receipt scan. 
This approach encourages customers 
to share information about the goods 
and services they purchase and the 
stores they trust.

Sessia automatically posts the 
information on the transactions made 
on the approved followers’ pages. On 
the left side of the page, subscribers 
see an ad of the purchased product or 
service, and on the right side, there is the 
detailed transaction information. every 
publication can be liked, discussed, 
shared, recommended and even used 
to go to an offline or online store. If a 
friend makes a purchase using your 
post, he’ll obtain a cashback, while you 
will get a kickback from his purchase. 
The size of the kickback is determined 
by the seller.
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Cashback and 
kickback system
Sessia’s cashback and kickback system 
is a very effective way to attract and retain 
customers. It’s also very profitable, as 
there aren’t any intermediaries, such as 
advertisting and marketing agencies. 
By publishing receipts in the Feed, a 
customer promotes and recommends 
brands and goods to subscribers 
and their friends. That’s why we are 
convinced that Sessia’s loyalty program, 
which involves kickback and cashback 
payouts with a flexible settings option, 
will be very popular with businesses.

The user is free to invite other people 
to Sessia. If user one invites user two, 
they both automatically subscribe to 
each other’s posts. If user two makes 
a purchase using user one’s post on 
his wall, the former receives cashback, 
and the latter gets a kickback from the 
merchant.

If a company is interested in increasing 
customer loyalty even more, and also 
in attracting new referrals, it can ramp 
up the number of levels of kickback 
payments, and the flexible Sessia 
loyalty program will allow them to do 
this quickly and easily.
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Blockchain preserves all transactions, including all invitations 
and feedback. For instance, you spend $20 at a burger place 
in New York, and a friend of yours in Hong Kong comes across 
this post. He eats at the same New York burger place later on. 
As a result, he receives the same cashback you did, while you 
also receive a kickback from his order. The newly awarded kicks 
can be spent on purchases anywhere in the world, withdrawn or 
transferred to a friend. 

The post is automatically 
published in your 

social network after 
making a purchase

The receipt shows up 
on the right side 
of the screen

each time your 
subscribers make 

purchases at the same 
store, you’re awarded 

kickbacks

every subscriber 
who likes the post 
automatically becomes 
this store’s subscriber

Getting a kickback
The more friends a client has in Sessia, the more kickbacks they’ll 
get from their (and their friends’) purchases in cases specified 
by the store. Because of this, the client is greatly motivated to 
attract new subscribers to his Feed and encourage them to make 
purchases at any particular store.
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Convenient marketplace
You can quickly and easily order whatever 
goods or services you want. The 
automatically updated ratings will help 
you pick the best Sessia-affiliated stores, 
while the geolocation search will help you 
spot bargains close to you.

Instant cashbacks
From the moment your QR code is 
scanned during a purchase, your 
cashback is awarded in less than 
a second. Thanks to the use of 
cryptocurrency, you are free to withdraw 
it anywhere in the world with practically 
no commission.

Recommendations you trust
Your friends’ purchases automatically 
show up in your Feed. People can 
comment on them and share them on 
social networks and also text them. 
Because subscribers can see honest 
reviews of products and places, it’s 
much easier for them to make the right 
choice.

Blockchain-protected 
e-wallet
This ensures reliability, transparency 
and low transaction costs. It also allows 
clients to withdraw funds as well as pay 
for purchases with cryptocurrency.

Benefits for clients
For clients, Sessia is a very convenient marketplace platform 
integrated into a social network. People may choose stores, 
products and services recommended by their friends and earn 
on everyday shopping.
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Financial forecast 
and appraisal
W e have developed a mobile app with its own social network, 

payment gateways, a built-in global cashback system and 
other functions – and provided it for free to businesses of any 
size. The vast majority of companies, even the large ones, lack 
sufficient resources to create such an app with all the functions 
required to retain their current customers and engage new ones. 

Both a flower kiosk and a large hotel chain can be our corporate 
clients. By the end of 2020, we expect to be working with at least 
550 companies. Since our business clients will already have their 
own customer bases, we expect about 2.8 million people to be 
using Sessia.

According to our estimates, in 5 years Sessia will have up to 150 
million users, of which 2.75 million users will have an average 
annual receipt of $500. This number is a conservative estimate, 
however, we are confident the figure will grow over time. This will 
generate an annual turnover of approximately $1.375 billion, and if 
the average cashback offered by the companies equals 10%, and 
our average commission is 20% of the cashback, then our revenue 
will amount to $27.5 million. Over the course of 5 years, we are 
planning to obtain over $2.5 billion in revenue.

We would be able to surpass these estimates if this year we manage 
to actively and simultaneously develop in such large markets as the 
USA, Canada, Hong Kong, Vietnam, and Korea. This is the reason 
why we’re launching kicks sale promotions.

We are convinced that Sessia will radically change the blockchain 
industry and the crypto market. There will be many new companies 
that will purchase kicks. If our calculations are correct, by the end 
of 2020, companies will buy over $137.5 million worth of kicks to 
award cashbacks and kickbacks to their clients. In this way, new 
money will flow into the crypto world, and the amount is quite 
remarkable.
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$6
mln
Sessia’s 
turnover

$1,2 mln
cashbacks 

issued

$240,000
Sessia’s revenue 

(beta-version)

$30
mln
Sessia’s 
turnover

$7 mln
cashbacks 

issued

$1,4 mln
Sessia’s revenue 

(beta-version)

2017 2018

$150
mln

Sessia’s turnover 
(projected)

$7 mln
cashbacks  
(projected)

$1,4 mln
Sessia’s revenue 

(projected)

* According to 
annual reports of 
Freedom Group 
for 2017 and 
2018.

2019

Sessia turnover
D uring the beta stage in 2017, the health product business 

of Narek Sirakanyan, the project’s founder, was linked to 
Sessia. The turnover immediately took off. At the same time, a 
lot of work was done to improve the app and its functionality; 
many glitches were fixed. In 2018, two of Narek’s brands (coffee 
and cosmetics) were added, and they provided the app with up 
to 100,000 more users. In 2018, the turnover through Sessia 
amounted to $30 million. 

Not every IT startup can boast such a turnover and revenue at 
the outset. We can state with certainty that starting with the 
first year of its existence, Sessia has been self-sufficient, which 
makes it such a unique project. 
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Marketing 
strategy
S essia’s concept entails the establishment of a transparent 

community around the ecosystem in order to integrate buyers 
and brands, and eliminate the intermediaries between them, 
such as banks, advertising agencies, etc., in the best interests of 
all the participants. Our approach motivates brands to promote 
Sessia to its customers, and the customers to purchase goods 
and services and invite their friends to Sessia.

Since customers receive awards for all their friends’ purchases, 
they are invested in inviting everyone they know to Sessia. 
As increasingly more followers (friends) are engaged, Sessia 
users begin receiving increasingly greater revenue in kickbacks. 
Kickbacks are awarded to them as part of brand loyalty programs 
not only for their friends’ purchases, but also for the purchases of 
their friends’ friends, several levels down.

16,500

2.0%

5.0%

600,000

500

900

300

25,000,000

1,200,000

15

5,500

2.0%

5.0%

200,000

500

300

100

25,000,000

1,000,000

10

2,750

2.0%

5.0%

100,000

500

150

50

25,000,000

800,000

5

Income from friends’ purchases (USD)

Cashbacks from friends (levels 2–3)

Cashbacks from friends (level 1)

Total friend’s spending (USD)

Average friend’s spend per business (USD)

Number of friends (levels 2–3)

Number of friends (level 1)

Total business turnover (USD)

Average business turnover at Sessia (USD)

Number of new businesses

202220212020KICKBACK RECEIVED BY CLIENTS (USD)
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During the initial phase, we will launch a special kickers program 
in order to stimulate more engagement with the companies in 
Sessia. Any person can become a kicker and earn more by signing 
up new brands to Sessia.

Let’s look closely the example from the table above, which 
assumes that a kicker signs six brands up to Sessia in 2020. Let’s 
also presume that each brand’s average annual turnover equals 
$800,000, thus their total annual turnover equals $4.8 million. 
In this scenario, the kicker will receive a 1% kickback of this 
amount, or $48,000.

In order to provide our business partners with quality professional 
support, we’ve launched the online blockchain-technology 
Kickvard University, and are offering three educational programs 
that differ in length and depth – express, Kicker and Kicker 
Pro. Students study the basics of a decentralized economy and 
blockchain technologies, cryptocurrency theory and applications, 
and learn to apply their knowledge to real-life conditions. After 
finishing the course and passing the final exams, students receive 
kicker diplomas.

Kickvard is another important channel for Sessia to engage sales 
managers, who will sign up new businesses to the business 
version of the app.

We are also planning to create a self-governing system of 
awarding community members for conducting transfers and 
surveys, localization, advertising and other useful actions. It will 
provide brands with another convenient instrument for customer 
engagement. The rating system will additionally motivate kickers 
to support and develop the Sessia community.

180,000

1.0%

18,000,000

1,200,000

15

100,000

1.0%

10,000,000

1,000,000

10

48,000

1.0%

800,000

800,000

6

Total annual income for KICKER (USD)

Cashbacks from business

Total business turnover (USD)

Average business turnover at Sessia (USD)

Number of new businesses

202220212020KICKER’S INCOME MODEL (USD)
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We are counting on popular bloggers to become the first kickers, 
(28 Business model 28 Business model) since many of them are 
already advertising various goods and services. We will propose 
that they publish QR-codes while advertising goods on other 
platforms. If the subscribers buy the goods promoted by the 
blogger, then in addition to the regular compensation received 
from the seller, they will also get kickbacks from selling goods to 
subscribers. This approach is lucrative to all participating sides. 
As the impact of advertising and the sales volume increase, the 
blogger’s reward for the work he or she is already conducting will 
grow, and Sessia will gain another corporate client and a large 
number of new users.

In order to launch Sessia in different countries we are planning to 
use the following methods and approaches: 

1. Hiring a head of sales in each country, who will hire 5-10 sales 
managers with experience in b2b and loyalty programs. They will 
conduct calls and meetings with business representatives and sign 
them up to Sessia. They will also help take the first steps, set up 
their stores and then transfer the business client to the support 
division. This method will be fundamental for entering the market 
in key countries, on which we intend to spend up to 80% of our 
marketing budget.  

2. Offering to pay top models to visit 5-10 stores, spas, beauty salons, 
restaurants, etc. daily. After making a purchase, the models, who 
are style and trend leaders, demand that their Sessia QR code is 
scanned. In this manner, new companies and new users will find out 
about us. It’s a very efficient and inexpensive way of simultaneously 
engaging businesses and promoting Sessia.

3. We will offer various promotions to businesses to operate in Sessia 
and award more generous cashback. For instance, we can initially 
award businesses $500-$1000 for client cashback, so that the 
companies have a chance to evaluate the efficiency of this approach. 

We’ve started the international promotion of Sessia in New 
York, and are planning to continue in other major US cities. At 
the same time, work will be conducted in Vietnam, Korea, Japan, 
Indonesia and Hong Kong. Our priorities are the countries where 
the local legislation and business circles are particularly loyal to 
cryptocurrency.
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Payment 
gateway

Referral 
program for 
business

Awards, badges

Business 
tools (CRM, 
warehouse, 
reports)

Integrated 
company 
currency

Cash deck 
integration

Messenger

Referral 
program

Social network

Marketplace

Points, 
cashbacks

SALES- 
FORCE

FOURSQARE 
INSTAGRAM

LETTY 
SHOPSBANKSEBAY 

ALIEXPRESSFACEBOOKSESSIA

Competitors
T he table below compares Sessia with products currently 

offered on the market. Up until now, nobody has managed to 
combine all the features and advantages of a social network and 
a marketplace in one place and create a single eco-system. This 
is our chief objective.
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Kicks
K icks are Sessia’s ethereum-based eRC-20 tokens. It’s a 

cryptocurrency used by companies and service providers 
to pay cashbacks and kickbacks to their clients, buy goods from 
Sessia, reward kickers for Sessia support and make other internal 
payments.

ethereum-based tokens make use of the well-developed 
ethereum infrastructure that provides a number of advantages: 

 High security and predictability, which you don’t have when using 
an independent blockchain network.

 Reliability and well-developed support: official Ethereum software 
tools to manage the eTH tokens.

 High liquidity due to interchangeability with other eTH-tokens, ease 
of stock exchange quoting due to the presence of a well-developed 
infrastructure.

Issuing kicks
One hundred million kicks were initially issued. Kicks are sold 
through special promotions. The first kicks sale was held on 
September 16-30, 2018. Over 2,200 private investors purchased 
5,315,487 kicks for an approximate amount of $3 million.

Another promotion is taking place between March 18 and July 31, 
2019. We expect to sell up to $50 million worth of kicks. Unsold 
kicks will remain in company’s possession for subsequent sale to 
businesses.

Kicks that aren’t sold in the second round will be retained by the 
company for subsequent sale to businesses. If we decide to sell 
Kicks as a commodity product on the exchange, their price will 
not remain fixed, but will depend on the market conditions. And 
we have no idea what would be the price. We will just keep doing 
our job at our best.
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100 000 000

 5 300 000 
March – September 2018 
promotion sale

 5 000 000 
Sessia team

 56 400 000 
company reserves

 33 300 000 
March – July 2019 
promotion sale

Token structure
The initial issue of kicks is governed by a smart contract and 
distributed the following manner:

Buying kicks
All tokens purchased by consumers during our special promotions 
will be accrued in the Sessia app e-wallet. Purchase and payment 
can be made as follows:

 in the Sessia app (My Stores section);

 direct transfer of eTH to Sessia wallet;

 by credit card on the sessia.com website;

 by bank transfer to Sessia’s account.
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Purchase bonuses
If kicks are purchased between March 18 and July 31, 2019:

+20% of the amount of the purchase made in the 
first million USD;

+10% of the amount of the purchase made in the 
second million USD ($1 million — $2 million).

A referral program has also been developed to stimulate the 
engagement of friends:

+10% of the price of kicks bought by a first-level 
partner;

  +5% of the price of kicks purchased by a second-
level partner.

An afterparty will be held at one of NYC’s top clubs, The Celebrity 
Club, on August 7, 2019, to celebrate the end of the promotional 
kicks sale with Sessia’s president’s participation. This party is 
invite-only, and we are going to invite up to 300 buyers who have 
bought at least $1000 worth of kicks, along with Sessia’s first 
30 business clients. No tickets will be sold. Only those who truly 
believed in and backed Sessia will take part in the event. The party 
is funded personally by Sessia’s president, Narek Sirakanyan, 
without using the money received from the promotional kicks 
sale period.

Smart contracts
Smart contracts through blockchain ensure the unimpeded 
payout of cashbacks and kickbacks. During the development 
of the system, smart contracts will be created along with a 
detailed description of its structure.
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Using income
80% of the funds obtained from the sale of kicks, will be utilized 
for marketing purposes in order to scale up the project, including:

 Commercial advertisements.

 engaging relevant bloggers.

 Participation in blockchain and marketing conferences.

 Promotions for business clients to assist them in attracting new 
customers to Sessia.

 educational programs for business clients on how to use Sessia 
with maximum efficiency.

 Social media advertising.

 Various marketing promotions.

 Motivating advertising agencies to recommend Sessia to their 
clients as an effective advertising channel.

The remaining 20% will be spent on infrastructure and 
community development, legal services, operations and bonuses 
to the Sessia team.

Getting a kicks refund
For kicks bought during the second stage of sale, the buyer 
retains the right to return them and get a refund on the funds 
they paid the same way they were bought (via eTH-wallet, bank 
card or bank transfer) and in the same currency (fiat or digital). 
At the same time, the buyer must return in full all the bonuses 
received for the kicks purchase.
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Using kicks
In order to ensure speed and convenience of settlements, the 
Sessia platform allows free and secure use of Kicks as internal 
currency by all users and companies registered in the app.

Settle with your suppliers and partners 
(after the personal marketplace is 
launched).

Pay for supplementary business 
instruments that Sessia offers.

Conduct advertising campaigns and 
reward clients for participating in 
promotions and competitions.

Pay out cashbacks and kickbacks 
to clients (the most convenient and 
affordable method).

For companies
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If Sessia team decided to list kicks on a public exchange, clients 
and companies will be buying and selling kicks at market rates.

Client can sell his Kicks to Sessia and 
receive fiat money on his bank card or 
bank account.

Client has the option to shop at Sessia 
Marketplace using his Kicks as long as 
business accepts Kicks.

Transfer kicks to each other with no 
commission.

Spend in the marketplace buying brand 
products.

Exchange their accumulated kicks for fiat 
or cryptocurrencies.

Obtain cashbacks from their purchases 
and kickbacks from friends’ purchases.

For clients
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3. Client makes a 
purchase from this 
business.

2. Business buys kicks 
from Sessia to pay 
out cashbacks and 
kickbacks to clients.

1. Business connects to 
Sessia and sets up a 
loyalty program.

Circulation of kicks within the 
Sessia ecosystem
An important aspect of the Sessia community is the circulation 
of our internal currency and the establishment of supply and 
demand mechanisms using kicks.
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Kicks remain within the Sessia community and help establish 
mutually lucrative relations between companies and clients.

KYC verification
We’ve stipulated mandatory KYC verification for every buyer 
prior to selling the kicks. KYC is an abbreviation that stands for 
Know Your Client. This procedure aims to identify users and 
verify their identities. In order to ensure the security of the 
Sessia ecosystem, it’s important that kicks will not be used in 
speculative and fraudulent schemes.

6. Or sells them to 
Sessia, having 
received money to his 
bank card or account.

5. Client pays with kicks 
for a purchase made 
at any Sessia online 
store.

4. Business automatically 
awards cashbacks and 
kickbacks according to 
the loyalty program.
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What do you need to obtain Kicks

In order to pass KYC verification, you have to upload:

 your photograph;

 a photo of your passport or driver’s license;

 a selfie with your passport or driver’s license;

 a selfie with a credit card that you used to pay for Kicks.

After the verification procedure, Kicks will be transferred to the 
ethereum wallet designated by the user. If a user does not have 
an ethereum wallet, we will create one and send the access info 
to the client.

Risk factors
Prior to purchasing kicks, please carefully review the risks listed 
below, paying attention to any ambiguous factors and any other 
information in this document, the model of kicks’ behaviour, 
in particular, and the relevant remarks in different parts of the 
document.

We may not encounter only the risks and uncertainties described 
below. Additional risks that we are not aware of, or which we 
currently consider to be insignificant, may have a considerable 
adverse impact on our business, financial situation, transaction 
outcomes and prospects for the future. In this case, kicks’ market 
price may decrease, and you will not be compensated fully or 
in part for the expenditures associated with their purchase. We 
apologize for this pessimistic tone, but life is life and anything can 
happen. For instance, the government may come up with a law 
that directly prohibits trading kicks or forces crypto exchanges 
to stop trading them. We’re certainly unable to influence such 
circumstances or protect you from them or their consequences.
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Risks associated with our business and operations

If we do not manage to engage new users, corporate ones in 
particular, or our users refuse to work with Sessia and publish 
their receipts, then our profits, financial outcome, and business 
will suffer severely.

The size of our user base (clients and companies) and the 
degree of user engagement are major factors of our success. By 
December 31, 2021, we intend to ramp up the overall number 
of monthly active users to five million. Our financial outcome 
mostly depends on the successful engagement, retention and 
involvement of active customers. We presume that with the 
expansion of our base of active users, and the increase in our 
market share, the growth rate of the number of active users will 
decrease.

With a deceleration in the growth rate of the number of active 
users, our business’s efficiency will increasingly depend on our 
ability to increase the level of user involvement in the current and 
new markets. If customers don’t demonstrate confidence in our 
product and do not find it useful or reliable, we won’t be able 
to attract and retain users, or increase the frequency and the 
duration of their work with the app in other ways.

A number of other companies that rapidly gained popularity in 
the social media sphere subsequently faced a reduction (in some 
cases, a rather steep one) of their user base or user activity. There 
are no guarantees that their fate won’t befall us, regardless of 
the fact that our product differs from other social networks. Any 
of the factors listed below can prevent us from retaining and 
engaging users or increasing their number:

 Currently existing social networks with large user bases may 
attempt to independently implement our concept. It’s not easy and 
it takes time, but they might succeed, provoking the emergence of 
competition in this niche.

 We might not be able to seamlessly integrate new corporate users 
and provide them with sufficient attention.
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 We might face tax issues related to cashbacks and commission 
payouts in some countries.

 Users might find our product useless or refuse to utilize it due to 
issues with confidentiality, joint access to information, security or 
other reasons.

 Undesirable changes might be made to our products due to the 
requirements of legislation, state bodies and court decisions 
(including compromise and settlement agreements).

 Issues of a technical or other nature might prevent the rapid 
and reliable distribution of our product or make it insufficiently 
user-friendly.

 Our rules and procedures for user data access and publication 
might be negatively perceived by users or by society in general. 

 If we fail to increase the number and activity of users, our 
revenue, financial results, and prospects for a future upsurge will 
be severely damaged.
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B lockchain’s main objective is transparency. If you have 
questions for Sessia involving transaction history, the 

correctness of loyalty award receiver (do you mean people? Then 
it’s receivers. If you mean things, it should be ‘distribution.’), 
company reviews and the like, you can verify everything in 
blockchain, outside Sessia.

We have been developing our app on the basis of providing a 
solution that entails BigData, and have been augmenting it with 
blockchain capabilities, including decentralization, immutability, 
the built-in support of token creation and transfer, as well as all 
the information required by loyalty programs.

KICKS — a utility token 

An eTH-based eRC-20 Token:

 businesses can refill their Sessia account and award cashbacks to 
their clients;

 clients can refill their Sessia wallets;

 clients can spend their kicks at Sessia stores;

 client can withdraw cashbacks awarded as kicks to the eTH 
blockchain.

Kicks transactions within Sessia

The cost of Bitcoin and eTH transactions is high, and they take 
between half an hour and several hours. These conditions 
significantly restrict Sessia’s ability to offer the intended functions 
to millions of users, which is why we decided to take a different 
approach to utilizing blockchain technology.

We are considering the Tron or eOS platforms for the Master 
Contract Token in order to store the following types of transactions 
with kicks:

 refilling the business account, which is used to award cashbacks 
and kickbacks to clients;
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 payments for orders in marketplace stores using kicks;

 awarding loyalty points to users.

every user will have an automatically created address, which 
contains their kicks transaction history.

Stage 1. Storing transactions in the blockchain network and 
the method of quick loyalty calculation and awarding. Sessia 
provides the blockchain contract with the order amount, list of 
loyalty receivers and cashback/kickback % for each. The contract 
instantly calculates and awards kicks from the store’s wallet to 
clients’ wallets.

Stage 2. Access keys to the user’s wallet are stored in Sessia 
until the user decides to change the wallet address to their own, 
and in this case they will be the only ones capable of managing 
kickback withdrawal.

Stage 3. Deep integration of the Master Token Contract with 
Sessia’s API and the transfer of loyalty calculation logic to the 
blockchain network contract. The contract independently refers 
to Sessia’s API for data.

Data storage in Tron

In order to ensure the immutability of Sessia blockchain, there 
will be a Tron blockchain-based fixation mechanism. Since Sessia 
ledger’s irreversibility is ensured by Tron miners, the level of 
irreversibility, and, accordingly, the level of security is the same 
as on the Tron platform itself. 

In order to optimize the cost of data recording in blockchain, 
we will add data to store in tranches (one transaction contains 
several several operations).

We will also store all the companies’ reviews and likes for the 
entire time. Our support service will be able to conceal a review, 
for instance, for ethical reasons, but the initial review will not be 
removed, and any user will be able to read it.

everyone will be capable of tracking and controlling the structure 
(who invited whom to the company), according to which loyalty 
awards are calculated.
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Kickvard certificates

All certificates that confirm the completion of the online university 
course are stored in the ethereum network in the Kickvard 
contract.

Cryptogateways

Accept cryptocurrencies as payment for client orders in Sessia:

 Already accepted: eTH, CPT, KICKS.

 Intend to accept: BTC and other cryptocurrencies.

This crypto gateway will be accessible to business for free – 
indicating the address is sufficient.

Kicks stores that work only within the Sessia platform will act as 
a great starting platform for startups, since all loyalty programs 
and analytics will be integrated in Sessia functions.
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S essia provides an optimal set of indispensable and practical 
functions for e-commerce operations, providing technical 

support to customers and communicating with them, creating 
and setting up loyalty programs, making payments, and awarding 
cashbacks and kickbacks to customers.

At the moment, the structure of our application is divided into 
functional blocks, each of which is developed as a separate 
independent tool, but together they form what we call the Sessia 
ecosystem.

Our ecosystem includes:

SessiaSMM
A social network with posts about 
purchases and companies’ great deals 
for their customers. We are creating 
a new advertising method with 100% 
payback.

SessiaPay
Blockchain-based internal payment 
system that uses its own crypto 
gateways and integrates with 
international payment systems.

SessiaCRM
Computer management system that 
allows to take full control over your 
business in Sessia and fine-tune 
all e-commerce mechanisms and 
proprietary databases.

SessiaMarket
Marketplace + online shop builder = 
everything that a business needs to 
launch e-commerce quickly.

SessiaLoyalty
A flexible custom loyalty program for 
attracting new clients and retaining 
current clients.

SessiaLogistics
Managing logistics and delivery through 
the app, organizing deliveries and linking 
external logistics operators.
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Online store builder
A quick, easy, and convenient way to launch online sales.

This online shop builder is a free and convenient tool for creating 
and managing a mobile e-store in the Sessia ecosystem on all 
available platforms. It allows even inexperienced users to easily 
configure products and services and monitor orders. The builder 
allows users to upload product images, enter their descriptions, 
set a price, configure three levels of cashback/commission, and 
manage the online shop content after its creation. A business can 
sell products in its e-shop, using both standard payment systems 
and kicks.
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Loyalty program
Payouts anywhere in the world, with almost zero commission.

Sessia provides companies with flexible loyalty program settings, 
where buyers receive cashbacks for each their purchase and 
kickbacks from their friends’ purchases.

The app is free for companies – Sessia retains a 20% cashbacks 
from customers.
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Sessia wallet 
To pay out cashbacks in a loyalty program, you have to refill 
the internal wallet in the app.

Your wallet can be refilled in the Kicks section. It also stores the 
history of cashback and kickback payouts to customers, filtered 
by date. You can pay for loyalty points with crypto or digital 
currencies, credit cards, or wire transfer. This can be done quickly 
and easily from anywhere in the world.
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Reports
The Reports section provides detailed 
statistics on sales, turnover, number 
of orders, cashbacks paid, purchase 
history, and other information for 
different periods.

It will be soon possible to see detailed 
social network analytics, including 
subscribers’ and referrals’ activity, 
the popularity ratings of goods and 
services, and the dynamics of changes 
in the customer base and company 
achievements. Flexible custom CRM 
reports can be used for in-depth 
analytics.
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News feed
Receipts and descriptions of all customer purchases are 
automatically posted here. Such posts motivate followers to 
choose the same companies and make similar purchases.

After posting receipts, buyers and their subscribers actively 
discuss the purchased goods and services, like them, share these 
posts in social networks and instant messengers.

In this manner, our ecosystem fills up with useful and high-quality 
recommendations from trusted people. All Sessia reviews and 
comments are saved in the blockchain and protected from being 
forged.
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Chat
Sessia’s internal chat is a mobile text 
and voice messaging service with 
stickers and pictures. 

Companies can use the chat to 
communicate directly with clients and 
support services, and business owners 
can track how quickly their employees 
respond to customer requests. It’s 
convenient for both businesses and 
customers.

An example: John, the owner of an 
offline home decor store, installed 
the Sessia app and created an online 
shop. After that, his customer base 
increased significantly, along with the 
number of questions and requests 
from customers. Now John can quickly 
respond to customers and maintain their 
loyalty by directly communicating with 
them through the Sessia chat. An email 
account used to cost John $50–70 per 
month, but Sessia now provides it for 
free.
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Geolocation
Users can see all the businesses using this app on the Sessia 
map. They can find the shops closest to them or the most popular 
ones among the local population and their friends.
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CRM for business
Allows to finetune all the parameters of your business in Sessia, 
for example, any type of reports, and customer support.

Provides an opportunity to link third-party logistics companies 
independently.
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S essia’s development is carried out in three directions steadily 
and simultaneously - technology, marketing and geography. 

Whether our project becomes large-scale and profitable depends 
on the success of each of these..

Technology
It all started with the creation of a client version of Sessia. The 
app existed in its beta version for 2 years. The fully functional 
14-language client version was released in the fall of 2018. At 
the same time, Sessia Business was developing, and its initial 
release happened in Q3 2018. Now we are actively engaged 
in localizing the business version, setting up cryptocurrency 
cashback, integrating with cryptocurrency exchanges, and 
developing the functional blocks that comprise the Sessia 
ecosystem (for more details, see page 43).

We will start developing our app’s artificial intelligence in the 
near future. How do we increase the average receipt? What 
products will be most popular? What posts and newsletters 
are required to increase customer demand? Which customers 
should become VIPs? We can provide the correct answers to 
these and other questions that businesses may have. The app 
accumulates large amounts of data (Big Data), which is enough 
to turn Sessia into an indispensable business assistant.

Marketing
Sessia has no clear industry priorities. We started with the 
wellness industry, testing the user version on three international 
brands related to wellness products and cosmetics. However, 
it’s possible to successfully use it in HoReCa, auto business, 
e-commerce, entertainment industry, customer services, and 
other spheres of business, thanks to the versatility of our app.

Geography
The focus of our activity has moved from Moscow (where the 
Sessia development headquarters is located) to New York (where 
our US sales began). We intend to expand into Vietnam, Korea, 
Taiwan, and other countries in Southeast Asia.
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2016 2017 2018

APRIL

Sessia established 
(Hong Kong). Work 
in Moscow started 
(head development 
office)

APRIL

COFFeeCeLL 
company (coffee, 
tea) integrated 
with Sessia

MAY
Sale of kicks begins

Sessia for business 
announced

III QUARTER
 Version 1.0 for business 
(Russian)

Version 1.0 for clients 
(Russian)

ST
AR

T 
O

F 
TH

E 
PR

O
M

O
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O
N

1.
0

Development plan

JUNE

Integrated with 
BING HAN 
(international 
pharmaceutical 
company)

SEPTEMBER

Integrated with 
VISION, one of the 
market leaders 
in health and 
longevity products

SEPTEMBER
Promotional sale of 
kicks ends. Sold for $3 
million

Sessia is registered in 
Delaware, USA

IV QUARTER

Automation of kicks’ 
purchases with cards 
and cryptocurrencies

Launch in Moscow

$ 
3 

M
LN
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2019

III QUARTER
2.0 business version

2.0 CRM for business

Customer statuses, booking, 
setting up loyalty programs by 
status and product.

Shop ratings and reviews, product 
filters

I QUARTER

Beginning of a new kicks sale 
promotion (March)

2.0 client version (in english and 
Vietnamese). Launch in Vietnam and 
New York

Established the office in New York 

1.0 CRM for business

1.0 business version (in english and 
Vietnamese)

Automation of kicks’ purchases via 
transfers and electronic payments

2.
0

IV QUARTER

Web version of the shop for 
business

2.0 client version

Receipt recognition, delivery 
charges, new reports, 
geolocation search, awards

II QUARTER

1.0 business version  
(in Chinese)

2.0 client version (in Chinese)

Launch for Taiwan customers
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T he success of any startup largely depends on both a leader 
and a team. We have both. First, there was a man passionate 

about an idea. His name is Narek Sirakanyan. His idea was 
supported by many talented people who joined the Sessia 
team. Now they’re creating and developing the most innovative 
product on the IT market. We won’t tell you in detail who is who 
in our team, and we won’t share their contacts because we value 
each of these talented professionals very highly and don’t want 
headhunters to distract them with job offers. We greatly appreciate 
the incredible synergy that has united these young and ambitious 
software developers, analysts, testers, designers, copywriters, 
and managers in one project, and we will do everything possible 
to ensure that competitors don’t lure them away, at least in this 
stage of Sessia’s development.

Our team currently consists of 48 members: 18 programmers, 
six testers, two analysts, four designers, three copywriters, four 
technical support specialists, four project managers, six sales 
managers and one blockchain specialist. There were only six team 
members three years ago. We can’t predict how many of us there 
will be in a year, because our office in New York is now actively 
growing, and it will become the global center of Sessia sales. After 
New York, we will set up offices in other countries valuable to us, 
primarily in Southeast Asia.

If you doubt the fact that there are real stars among us, or that we 
have a team capable of creating unique software, download our app 
and see how powerful it is. It’s a top-notch app made from scratch, 
without outsourcing or external consultants. We like to overcome 
challenges and solve complex problems, and we do it well. We’ve 
independently sold $3 million worth of kicks. And we will sell even 
more: Narek’s invaluable experience as an investment banker will 
help us, just like it did in many other situations. We believe that it’s 
better to spend money on marketing and other activities that will 
attract real customers, not on intermediaries. We are ready to go 
all the way.
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Sessia president and founder

Narek Sirakanyan
Education

McGill University, Largest in Canada, 
honors student

Harvard University (USA), exchange 
Program

Career

Credit Suisse (Switzerland), Investment 
Department in London, Analyst, 
2008–2011.

Rosatom State Corporation (Russia), 
International Mining Department, Vice-
president, 2011-2014.

Bing Han International, International 
pharmaceutical corporation, Chairman of 
the Board since 2014.

Sessia, Ltd,  
President since 2016.

Freedom Group, 
President since 2017.
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Narek’s achievements

 eight years of experience in banking 
and corporate investment

  Was personally responsible for issuing 
the bonds of a large state organization 
in the amount of $500 million followed 
by currency swap

 Participated in IPO and M&A deals 
worth more than $20 billion 

 Seed investor in the online market 
of FANXCHANGe tickets with annual 
revenues of $100 million

 The founder and president of 
Freedom International Group, a 
private investment company with the 
investment portfolio worth more than 
$200 million

Sessia will play a huge global role in accelerating the 
process of integrating blockchain technology into 
business... We don’t compete with traditional social 
networks. We are offering something else... We managed 
to create a symbiosis of several blockchain-based 
functions. I think we’re ahead of our time and ahead of 
possible competitors that may appear in the foreseeable 
future.*

Narek 
Sirakanyan

* The IncRussia interview 21.02.2019: https://
incrussia.ru/understand/narek-sirakanyan-my- 
sozdali-sotsialnuyu-set-novogo-pokoleniya/
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Denis
CIO 

Denis
Head of
Mobile
development 

Alexandr
Lead
developer 

Alexandr
Lead
developer

Alexey
PHP- 
developer 

Piotr
Project
manager 

Dmitry
Senior
developer 

Sveta
Sessia’s
model 

Vlad
Project  
manager 
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Andrey
iOS- 
developer

Mikhail
Head of
Blockchain
development

Andrey
Chief
editor

Dmitry
Project
manager

Andrey
Head of
Support

Igor
Head of
QA-testing

Sasha
Sessia’s
voice

Roman
iOS- 
developer

Natalya
Head of
Kickvard
project
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About the company
S eSSIA LLC was registered in Delaware (USA) on September 

7, 2018. The company owns the right to Sessia software 
under an agreement with Session LLC, the developer of Sessia, 
on December 15, 2018. Session LLC was established on March 
24, 2016, and is engaged in technology development. Sessia 
LLC headquarters is currently located at 114 east 25th Street, 
Manhattan, New York, NY 10010. Company Phone: +1 (347) 759-
1959. Session LLC headquarters is located at 69 Aviamotornaya 
Street, Moscow, Russia, 111024. Company Phone: +7 (800) 555-
27-21. Narek Sirakanyan is the founder and president of Sessia 
LLC and Session LLC.
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Registration of companies, 
trademark and copyright 
To develop the Sessia project on a global scale, we give serious 
consideration to the protection of copyright and the Sessia 
trademark, including its logo, main slogans and texts. The 
international patent for the Sessia trademark is currently being 
registered. 
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DIA PALACE NIBANCHO, 11-9, NIBANCHO, CHIYODA-KU,TOKYO, 102-0084 JAPAN TEL: +81-3-3230-4766FAX: +81-3-3263-4668E-mail: info@hatpat.co.jp URL:http://w ww.hatpat.jp

, March 10,2017

AIRD & BERLIS LLP 

Via e-mail and courier

Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street
Suite 1800, Box 754Toronto ON, M5J 2T9, CanadaRe: Japanese Trademark Appln. No. 2016-083899

Mark: S(design)Class: 9,35,36,42For: ‘session’ Limited Liability Company

moiowiin)
MAR 1 3 2017Aird & iVIcBurney LP

HATTA & ASSOCIATES
T+++<fAnniversary pa  t e n t  a  t t o r n e ys  f o r  in t e r n a  t io n al  pa  t e n t s  an d  t r ad e mar k s

4+/PARTISANS

M. HATTA / T. FUJITA / M. TOMATSUR1 / T. HASEGAWA / 

A. MATSUDAIRA / K. ARAKI / E. fflSANO / J. ATSUMI /

T. HIROSE / M. OZAKI / S. TAKEMURA / T. TSUCHIYA /

Y. YAMASHITA / Y.SUZUKI / H.KURIHARA

Y. Ref KRC133215(10)
O. Ref T0157JP

Tokyo

Dear Sirs:

We have pleasure in informing you that the above-identified 

application was registered on February 3, 2017 under Trademark

Registration No. 5919030. The right was effective from February 3 , 2017, 

and the term of renewal registration is from August 4, 2026 through 

February 3, 2027.

We enclose herewith the Certificate of Trademark Registration and 

English translation thereof.

Very truly yours, HATTA & ASSOCIATES

Mikio Hatta

MH/ak 
Enc: Certificate of Trademark Registration 

English translation

DIA PALACE NIBANCHO, 11-9, 

NIBANCHO, CHIYODA-KU,

TOKYO, 102-0084 JAPAN 

TEL: +81-3-3230-4766

FAX: +81-3-3263-4668

E-mail: info@hatpat.co.jp 

URL :http://www.hatpat.jp

, March 1
0,2017

AIRD & 
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r
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ce, 181
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Suite 1
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x 754

Toronto
 ON, M5

J 2T9, 
Canada

Re: Japanes
e Trade

mark Ap
pln. No

. 2016-
083897

Mark: 
SESSIA

Class: 
9,35,36

,42

For: 
‘Sessio

n’ Limited
 Liabil

ity Com
pany

RE©IO^H0
MAR 1 3 2017

Aird & McBurne
y LP

a?\ HATTA & ASSOCIATES

tVk
Am [versa ry pa  t e n t  a  t t o r n e ys  f o r  in t e r n a  t io n al  pa  t e n t s  an d  t r ad e mar k s

4+
IP ARTISANS

M. HATTA / T. FUJITA / M. TOMATSUR1 / T. HASEGAWA / 

A. MATSUDAIRA / K. ARAKI / E. HISANO / J. ATSUM1 /

T. HIROSE / M. OZAKI / S. TAKEMURA / T. TSUCHrYA /

Y. YAMASHITA / Y.SUZUKI / H.KURIHARA

Y. Ref
KRC1332

15(10)
O. Ref T0156JP

Tokyo

Dear Si
rs:

We have
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Very tr
uly you

rs,

HATTA &
 ASSOCI

ATES

Mikio H
atta

MH/ak 

Enc: Certifi
cate of

 Tradem
ark Reg

istrati
on 

English
 transl

ation

We register companies in each 
country important to us, thus 
demonstrating that we are there 
to stay, have serious intentions 
and that the Sessia project has a 
long-term perspective. To verify 
the seriousness of our intentions, 
below please find Sessia 
trademarks in certain countries, 
our company registration in 
the USA, and the app’s unique 
eFS-ID.
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30227605

15691322

4571

ELECTRONIC 
CONFIRMATION REPORT

EFS ID

Application number

International application number

Confirmation number
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The user understands and agrees that kicks are not securities, they are not 
registered with any government agency as securities, and they will not be 
considered as such. In addition, owning kicks does not provide the users with 
the right to receive a full or partial profit, income, or other payments related 
to the acquisition, possession, management, waiver, execution, return, or 
termination of any rights of ownership, use, and disposal of the Sessia app or 
other Sessia property.

There’s no guarantee of an increase in the kicks’ value. It’s impossible to 
guarantee that the kicks’ value won’t decrease (even significantly) because 
of unpredictable events, force-majeure circumstances, and events that are 
beyond the developers’ control.

Since kicks will be issued based on the ethereum blockchain, any errors 
and failures of the ethereum protocol can lead to disruptions in network 
functioning where kicks are traded.

Blockchain technology is regulated by different government agencies in 
different countries. Kicks may be subject to requirements or actions of such 
bodies, including restrictions on digital token use (which include kicks) or 
their possession. It may slow down or limit the future purchases of tokens 
in the future.

Kick tokens belong neither to official nor legally binding investment types. In 
case of unforeseen circumstances, the objectives specified in this document 
are subject to change. Although we intend to achieve all the objectives 
described in this document, all the people and parties involved in buying 
kick tokens act at their own risk.

Kicks are a new technology that has not yet been fully tested. In addition to 
the risks defined in this document, there are additional risks that platform 
developers can’t predict. These risks may take forms that aren’t described 
in this document.

Kicks are not 
securities

No guarantees  
of income  or 
profitability

Risks 
associated with 
Ethereum

Legislative     
uncertainty

Kick tokens are 
not investments

Risks of using 
new technology
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Disclaimer
THe PURPOSe OF THIS DOCUMeNT IS TO INTRODUCe THe SeSSIA PROJeCT TO POTeNTIAL 

TOKeN OWNeRS IN CONNeCTION WITH THeIR INTeNDeD ISSUe. THe FOLLOWING 

INFORMATION MAY NOT Be eXHAUSTIVe AND IT DOeSN’T ASSUMe ANY eLeMeNTS OF 

CONTRACTUAL ReLATIONSHIP. THe ONLY PURPOSe OF THIS DOCUMeNT IS TO OFFeR 

UPDATeD AND CORReCT INFORMATION TO THe POTeNTIAL OWNeRS OF TOKeNS FOR 

THe PURPOSe OF MAKING A DeCISION ABOUT A DeTAILeD COMPANY ANALYSIS WITH 

THe INTeNT OF BUYING TOKeNS. THe CONTeNT OF THIS DOCUMeNT ISN’T CONSIDeReD 

AN ADVeRTISeMeNT, AN INVeSTMeNT OFFeR, OR AN OFFeR TO BUY SeCURITIeS IN ANY 

JURISDICTION. THIS DOCUMeNT IS NOT DRAFTeD ACCORDING TO LAWS AND STATUTORY 

ACTS OF ANY JURISDICTION THAT PROTeCT INVeSTORS, AND IT DOeS NOT FALL UNDeR 

SUCH LAWS AND STATUTORY ACTS. SPeCIFIC STATeMeNTS, ASSeSSMeNTS, AND 

FINANCIAL DATA IN THIS DOCUMeNT ARe PReDICTIVe STATeMeNTS. THeSe PReDICTIVe 

STATeMeNTS ARe BASeD ON BOTH KNOWN AND UNKNOWN RISKS AND UNCeRTAINTIeS 

THAT MAY CAUSe THe eVeNTS OR ReSULTS THAT ARe SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFeReNT 

FROM THe eSTIMATeS AND ReSULTS eXPReSSeD OR IMPLIeD BY THeSe PReDICTIVe 

STATeMeNTS. THIS eNGLISH-LANGUAGe DOCUMeNT IS THe MAIN OFFICIAL SOURCe OF 

INFORMATION ON THe ISSUe OF KICK TOKeNS. THe INFORMATION IN THIS DOCUMeNT 

CAN Be TRANSLATeD INTO OTHeR LANGUAGeS OR USeD IN VeRBAL OR WRITTeN 

COMMUNICATION WITH eXISTING AND POTeNTIAL BUYeRS, PARTNeRS, eTC. DURING 

COMMUNICATION OR AS A ReSULT OF TRANSLATION, A PART OF THe INFORMATION 

CONTAINeD IN THIS DOCUMeNT CAN Be LOST, CHANGeD, OR INTeRPReTeD 

INCORReCTLY. IT’S IMPOSSIBLe TO GUARANTee THe ACCURACY OF THe INFORMATION 

TRANSMITTeD DURING THIS TYPe OF COMMUNICATION. IN CASe OF CONTRADICTIONS 

BeTWeeN THe INFORMATION CONTAINeD IN TRANSLATIONS, WRITTeN OR VeRBAL 

COMMUNICATION AND THe INFORMATION IN THe eNGLISH-LANGUAGe DOCUMeNT, 

THe LATTeR IS PRIORITIZeD. TOKeNS DON’T GIVe USeRS ANY RIGHT TO AVOID ANY 

CONTROL MeASUReS OVeR THe CAPITAL MOVeMeNT AND MAKe INVeSTMeNTS IN ANY 

FOReIGN ASSeTS. THe PURCHASe OF KICKS IS HIGHLY RISKY. LeARN MORe IN THe 

CHAPTeR ABOUT THe RISKS ASSOCIATeD WITH CIRCUMSTANCeS, POTeNTIAL BUYeRS, 

PARTNeRS, AND SO ON. BeFORe MAKING A DeCISION ON BUYING KICKS, Be SURe OF 

YOUR ABILITY TO ReITeRATe THe eXPLANATIONS AND GUARANTeeS PROVIDeD IN A 

CORReSPONDING CHAPTeR ON CONDITIONS. SINCe SHARING THIS DOCUMeNT AND 

OFFeRS TO SeLL KICK TOKeNS CAN Be LIMITeD BY LAW IN SPeCIFIC JURISDICTIONS, A 

PeRSON IN POSSeSSION OF THIS DOCUMeNT SHOULD FAMILIARIZe HIMSeLF/HeRSeLF 

WITH ALL SUCH LIMITATIONS AND COMPLY WITH THeM. ANY FAILURe TO COMPLY WITH 

THeSe LIMITATIONS MAY LeAD TO VIOLATIONS OF LAWS IN JURISDICTIONS. KICK 

TOKeNS AReN’T ReGISTeReD WITH ANY GOVeRNMeNTAL AGeNCY ReGULATING THe 
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SeCURITIeS MARKeT OF ANY STATe OR OTHeR US JURISDICTION IN ACCORDANCe WITH 

THe US SeCURITIeS ACT OF 1933. IT’S NOT ALLOWeD TO OFFeR AND SeLL TOKeNS TO 

US «GReeN CARD» HOLDeRS, US CITIZeNS, PeOPLe WITH A US ReSIDeNCe PeRMIT (FOR 

TAX OR OTHeR PURPOSeS), AND INDIVIDUALS WHOSe PRIMARY PLACe OF ReSIDeNCe 

OR STAY (FOR TAX OR OTHeR PURPOSeS) ARe IN THe USA, INCLUDING PUeRTO RICO, 

THe VIRGIN ISLANDS OF THe UNITeD STATeS, AND ANY OTHeR US TeRRITORIeS, AS 

WeLL AS AT THe eXPeNSe OR IN THe INTeReST OF THe ABOVe-MeNTIONeD PeOPLe. IF 

YOU BeLONG TO ANY OF THe ABOVe-STATeD CATeGORIeS, YOU DON’T HAVe THe RIGHT 

TO BUY KICK TOKeNS IN ANY FORM OR IN ANY WAY. IT’S NOT ALLOWeD TO OFFeR AND 

SeLL TOKeNS TO CHINeSe CITIZeNS, PeOPLe WITH ReSIDeNCe PeRMITS IN CHINA (FOR 

TAX OR OTHeR PURPOSeS), AND INDIVIDUALS WHOSe PRIMARY PLACe OF ReSIDeNCe 

OR STAY (FOR TAX OR OTHeR PURPOSeS) IS IN CHINA, AS WeLL AS AT THe eXPeNSe OR 

IN THe INTeReST OF THe ABOVe-MeNTIONeD PeOPLe. IF YOU BeLONG TO ANY OF THe 

STATeD CATeGORIeS, YOU DON’T HAVe THe RIGHT TO BUY KICK TOKeNS IN ANY FORM 

OR IN ANY WAY. IF YOU ARe A CITIZeN OF THe RePUBLIC OF SINGAPORe, YOU HAVe A 

ReSIDeNCe PeRMIT IN SINGAPORe (FOR TAX OR OTHeR PURPOSeS), OR YOUR PRIMARY 

PLACe OF ReSIDeNCe OR STAY IN SINGAPORe; IF YOU ARe A CANADIAN CITIZeN, YOU 

HAVe A ReSIDeNCe PeRMIT IN CANADA (FOR TAX OR OTHeR PURPOSeS), YOUR PRIMARY 

PLACe OF ReSIDeNCe OR STAY IS IN CANADA; OR IF YOU ARe A CITIZeN OF HONG KONG, 

YOU HAVe A ReSIDeNCe PeRMIT IN HONG KONG (FOR TAX OR OTHeR PURPOSeS), OR YOUR 

PRIMARY PLACe OF ReSIDeNCe OR STAY IS IN HONG KONG, YOU HAVe THe RIGHT TO 

BUY KICK TOKeNS ONLY THROUGH THe PRe-SALe SeRVICeS OF THe SeSSIA PLATFORM. 

We DON’T GUARANTee COMPLIANCe WITH THe ABOVe-MeNTIONeD CONDITIONS. We 

ARe NOT LIABLe FOR SUCH COMPLIANCe. YOU’Re FULLY ReSPONSIBLe FOR THe FACT 

THAT YOUR PARTICIPATION IN TOKeN SALeS ISN’T PROHIBITeD ACCORDING TO LeGAL 

ReSTRICTIONS OF THe COUNTRY OF YOUR PeRMANeNT ReSIDeNCe OR SOJOURN.
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Blockchain
A digital decentralized public ledger 
of all cryptocurrency operations. It 
allows market participants to monitor 
digital currency transactions without 
centralized accounting. In other words, 
this registry allows you to monitor all 
the coins.

Client
A person who uses the client version of 
Sessia.

Client identifier
A unique identifier assigned to each 
Sessia user. each customer ID is 
accompanied by a QR code.

Cashback
A commission for a purchase, paid in 
Kicks.

Kickback
A commission for advising another 
person to make a purchase, paid in 
Kicks.

Kicks
Cryptocurrency used by Sessia to pay 
cashbacks and kickbacks. Kick trades 
are made on the exchange. Kicks can be 
bought and sold at any time.

Post
An online message with a picture or a 
video posted in the Sessia Feed.

Social marketplace
The scope of our app.

Smart scanner
The function of receipt scanning and 
data processing in the Sessia app.

Wall
The page with the news feed in the 
Sessia app.

QR-code
A unique matrix barcode identifier 
scanned via a photo through the 
smartphone camera.

Sessia Business
The business version of Sessia. Used by 
companies to provide their customers 
with all the business tools of our app.



www.sessia.com 
info@sessia.com

 SeSSIA MeANS FReeDOM,
INTeLLeCT AND INNOVATION.
DO BUSINeSS WITH SeSSIA!


